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       Why mathematics, rather Plato on the mathematical education of city leaders (Politeia VII) than something else? Simply because it trains the mind and has no immediate instrumental María Arévalo usefulness? The goal of the Summer School on Mathematical Philosophy for Female Students 2021 mathematical education is Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München frequently said to be the knowledge of the Good (526d, 530e, 531c, 532c): is the study of mathematics merely The mathematical education that Plato demands for the leaders of the city is very intense. It starts from childhood (536d-537a), at 18 they take a break for military training, but from instrumental to the knowledge of the Good? Burnyeat age 20 to 30 mathematical education intensifies (537b-d). Its study is organized into five suggests that, whereas to us the disciplines, which should be studied in the following order (524c-531c): world as it is objectively 1. Arithmetic and calculation (λογιστική καὶ ἀριθμητικὴ) have a double use: military and speaking is described by philosophical. The philosopher must rise out of the transient world and grasp reality (“pass from modern science (mathematical the world of becoming to that of truth and reality). These numbers can be only realized in physics, with no room for Another significant passage from thought: we must use pure intelligence (αὐτῇ τῇ νοήσει) in the attainment of pure truth (αὐτὴν values), for Plato, by contrast, the Republic in which mathematics τὴν ἀλήθειαν). mathematics is precisely what plays a central role is the analogy enables us to understand 2. Plane geometry (γεωμετρία) refers not only to war, but to a more advanced part of geometry of the line (Politeia VI, 509d–511e). goodness: “understanding the which gets closer to the idea of the Good and turns the mind to the full perfection of being: As Plato conceives it, the diánoia is varieties of goodness is for the part of episteme that needs to geometry compels us to view reality and is knowledge of the eternal. refer to hypothetical principles, Plato a large part of what it which serve as a basis for reasoning. means to understand the world 3. Solid (στερεός) geometry (γεωμετρία). He gives as an example the entities as it is objectively speaking, of mathematics and the sciences, through 4. Astronomy (ἀστρονομία) is still knowledge about the perceptible, but “the visible splendors which are known by means of the mathematics” (Burnyeat, 2000, of the sky should be used as an illustration with a view to that higher knowledge [of what is discursive understanding. On the 8). Knowledge of the world as apprehended by reason and intelligence]”. contrary, the nóesis makes use only it is objectively includes the of dialectic, which, although it uses Good and the whole realm of hypotheses, does so as stepping 5. Harmonics (ἁρμονία) must “reach the natural harmonies of number or reflect why some value. stones, in order to arrive at true numbers are harmonious and others not”. principles without making use of sensible entities, but of ideas considered in themselves. These are the moral and metaphysical ideas At Metaphysics A 5 987b, Aristotle states that Plato believed mathematical objects were that are known dialectically by like Forms and unlike perceptible things in being eternal, but like sensible things and means of intellection. unlike Forms in appearing as multiple. This distinction might make sense for arithmetic and geometry, but, as Aristotle himself later asserts (Metaphysics M 2 1076b–1077a and B 2 997b), it makes less sense in the case of astronomy and harmonics. What happens after these years of instruction? This ten-year training is just a prelude (531d, 536d) to five years devoted to dialectical discussion (539d-e), which are also oriented towards the knowledge of the Good. At age 35, 15 years of practical experience concerning different military and administrative offices (539e-540a) follow, and it is only when they reach the age of 50 that they are fully prepared for the final ascent to see the Good, the proper aim for which the whole of their education was designed (450a-b). 
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